
 

Comparison between Different types of DC Motors and their Application, 

Speed Torque of (i) Separately Excited DC Motor, (ii) DC Shunt Motor, (iii) DC 

Series Motor, and (iv) DC Compound Motor, Application of DC Generator & 

Motors type 

Different types of DC motors offer distinct characteristics and are suitable for various applications 

based on their speed-torque characteristics. Let's compare four common types of DC motors: 

separately excited DC motor, DC shunt motor, DC series motor, and DC compound motor. We will also 

discuss the application of DC generators and the various types of DC motors. 

 

(i) Separately Excited DC Motor: 

The separately excited DC motor has a separate field winding that is excited by an external power 

source. It offers good speed regulation and is commonly used in applications where precise speed 

control is required, such as in paper mills, machine tools, and conveyor systems. The speed-torque 

characteristic of a separately excited DC motor is relatively constant and can provide a high starting 

torque. 

 

(ii) DC Shunt Motor: 

The DC shunt motor has a field winding connected in parallel with the armature winding. It provides 

relatively constant speed characteristics and good speed regulation. DC shunt motors are widely 

used in applications where constant speed is required, such as in centrifugal pumps, fans, blowers, 

and lathe machines. They offer a moderate starting torque and can handle variable loads. 

 

(iii) DC Series Motor: 

The DC series motor has the field winding connected in series with the armature winding. It offers 

high starting torque, making it suitable for applications with high initial loads, such as electric 

locomotives, cranes, hoists, and electric vehicles. The speed-torque characteristic of a DC series 

motor is non-linear, resulting in a decrease in speed as the load increases. 

 

(iv) DC Compound Motor: 

The DC compound motor combines the characteristics of both the shunt motor and the series motor. 

It has two field windings: a shunt field winding connected in parallel and a series field winding 

connected in series with the armature winding. This motor provides good starting torque and 

maintains relatively constant speed with varying loads. DC compound motors are used in applications 

that require both high starting torque and constant speed, such as elevators, rolling mills, and 

presses. 

 

Application of DC Generator and Motors: 



DC generators are commonly used to convert mechanical energy into electrical energy. They find 

applications in various industries, including: 

 

Power Generation: DC generators are used in small-scale power generation systems, such as in 

remote areas or as backup power sources. 

 

Battery Charging: DC generators are used to charge batteries in automobiles, boats, and other 

vehicles. 

 

Welding: DC generators are utilized in welding equipment for arc welding applications. 

 

Traction Systems: DC motors are employed in traction systems, including electric trains, trams, and 

trolleybuses. 

 

Industrial Machinery: DC motors are used in various industrial applications, such as conveyor belts, 

pumps, compressors, and machine tools. 

 

Robotics and Automation: DC motors find applications in robotics and automation systems, enabling 

precise control of movement and positioning. 

 

In summary, the choice of DC motor type depends on the specific application requirements, 

including the desired speed-torque characteristics and the starting torque needed. Separately excited 

DC motors offer good speed regulation, shunt motors provide constant speed, series motors offer 

high starting torque, and compound motors combine the characteristics of shunt and series motors. 

DC generators and motors find applications in a wide range of industries, providing power conversion 

and precise control of mechanical systems. 


